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Substitution reactions of square planar complexes

Square planar is the common geometry for the following d8 

metal ions.

Kinetics – Ligand Substitution Reactions

Recall: Octahedral ML5X + Y→ ML5Y + X dissociative mechanism

For Square Planar ML3X + Y →ML3Y + X

X and Y can be any pair of ligands.

Rate = k[ML3X][Y] i.e. second order kinetics so it depends on the 

nature of

both the leaving group X and the entering group Y.

Steric crowding slows down the reaction.

Evidence for an associative mechanism.



1. Mechanism for Square Planar Ligand Substitution

 For square planar BOTH bond-breaking and bond 
making are important in the reaction mechanism (i.e. an 
associative mechanism).





• The incoming ligand (coloured blue) approaches a vacant axial 

site of the square planar complex to form a square pyramidal 

intermediate (or transition state).

Intramolecular rearrangement via a trigonal

bipyramid generates a different square

pyramidal structure with the incoming ligand

now in the basal plane. (This motion is closely

related to the Berry Pseudorotation

mechanism).

The reaction is completed by the leaving group departing from an axial

site. Note that the stereochemistry of the complex is

retained during the substitution process.



2. Berry Pseudorotation

The animation below shows a trigonal bipyramidal molecule ML5

undergoing Berry

pseudorotation.

This occurs in, for example, Fe(CO)5, for which 13C NMR

spectroscopy cannot distinguish axial and equatorial CO environments,

due to the rapid interchange.

The same process can occur in main group compounds like PF5.

Ligands 2 and 3 move from axial to equatorial

positions in the trigonal bipyramid whilst ligands 4

and 5 move from equatorial to axial positions.

Ligand 1 does not move and acts as a pivot.

At the midway point (transition state) ligands 2,3,4,5

are equivalent, forming the base of a square pyramid.

The motion is equivalent to a 90o rotation about the

M-L1 axis






















